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Ahug. A wink. A dance. A non-answer. These are
the so-called gay moments in a handful of
recent high-profile studio movies that have

sparked both rapturous celebration and startling back-
lash. From Sulu in "Star Trek Beyond" to LeFou in
"Beauty and the Beast" and now Trini in "Power
Rangers," the latest Hollywood fascination is the subtle
nod that a once straight or undefined character is now
or has always been gay.

But it's often so subtle that if it wasn't first dis-
cussed by filmmakers or actors, it's a wonder whether
anyone would notice at all. Sulu can be seen hugging
a man. LeFou winks at Gaston and later dances with a
man. And Trini fails to answer a flirty question about
whether she's having "boyfriend problems"... or "girl-

friend problems?" What are we to make of these "blink
and you'll miss them" moments in a year when
"Moonlight," with its explicit exploration of gay
themes, can rise to become the best picture winner at
the Academy Awards? Is this progress? For some, it is.
For others, it's too much acclaim for too little action.

'Outsized credit' 
Buzzfeed film critic Alison Willmore wrote an article

on Wednesday exploring the "outsized credit" that
Hollywood is getting for the recent "seriously small
moments of LGBT inclusivity." "While, to be sure, even
incremental progress should be celebrated - any for-
ward movement is better than none - this is an incredi-
bly unsatisfactory beat to go on to be widely dissemi-
nated as a breakthrough for inclusivity," Willmore

wrote of the ambiguous "Power Rangers" moment.
Not so ambiguous is how the film industry is lag-

ging in LGBT representation, especially compared with
strides that have been made in television. A 2016
report by the University of Southern California found
that 82 of the 100 top movies of 2015 did not depict
one LGBT speaking or named character. In a study by
the gay advocacy group GLAAD of major studio releas-
es in 2015, 17.5 percent contained characters identi-
fied as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender - a per-
centage that was unchanged from 2014.

But even "Beauty and the Beast" director Bill
Condon and many of his cast quickly retreated from
previous comments about the film's "gay moment,"
saying the response had been "overblown."
Hollywood might not be to blame for the dozens of
articles that help to amplify small moments that are
also socially significant firsts ("first gay superhero"
and "first gay Disney character").  They're eminently
clickable and part of the modern business model of
internet news, especially as the public, actors and
filmmakers weigh in.

For GLAAD President and CEO Sarah Kate Ellis,
however, the minor moments are "incredibly impor-
tant," especially in major studio films with significant
youth audiences. A film like "Moonlight," she noted, is
an adult film that came out from an independent dis-
tributor and producer. "LGBT youth have a right to see
their happily ever after, too," Ellis said. A recent exhaus-
tive GLAAD study found that 20 percent of millennials
identify as LGBT - a statistic she thinks might have con-
tributed to social media movements like the
#GiveElsaaGirlfriend and #GiveCaptainAmericaa
Boyfriend campaigns.

Ellis knows the "moments" are just a first step - she
would like to eventually see LGBT protagonists in all-
ages films - but for her, it shows that major studios,
often too risk averse to change, are making an effort to
test the waters. For years, writers, fans and LGBT schol-
ars have enjoyed speculating about which Disney
characters were secretly gay - from "The Lion King's"
isolated bachelor Scar to the marriage-averse Merida
from "Brave." But none have ever been outwardly con-
firmed as such.

Unsung history 
It's also noteworthy that all three recent gay-

moment examples can be justified as tributes to the
unsung gay history behind many of these stories. LGBT
activist George Takei originated the character of Sulu.
The late lyricist Howard Ashman wrote much of
"Beauty and the Beast" while dying of AIDS and passed

away before the film even came out. And, in the case
of "Power Rangers," the original Blue Ranger David
Yost left the series after being harassed for his sexual
orientation.

"There have been in the past these coded
moments threaded through stories that we've seen
on the big screen, but no studio has been big
enough or bold enough to own those moments," Ellis
said. "If you were part of the LGBT community or
ultra-observant, you might pick up on it. But having
the studio own it and not back down from it was a
big move forward for us."

From a business perspective, there was specula-
tion that perhaps there could be a downside when
reports emerged that a theater in Alabama was not
going to show "Beauty and the Beast," and a few pre-
dominantly Muslim countries had pulled the film for
review because of the gay moment. Then the film

opened to a whopping $357.1 million globally. "I
don't think it impacted Disney's bottom line one bit,"
said Paul Dergarabedian, a senior media analyst for
comScore.  In fact, he said the spotlight on LeFou
likely benefited the movie in the end, creating buzz,
awareness and a conversation.

Ellis has observed that in just a few weeks, the
tides have turned significantly.  She saw some
extremist anti-LGBT sentiments being thrown at
"Beauty and the Beast,"  but now, with "Power
Rangers," she's had trouble finding any backlash. It's
the perfect scenario to prove their point that "inclu-
sive content wins across the board." Ellis just hopes
that studios are taking notice. — AP 

Are 'gay moments' in 'Beauty' and 'Power Rangers' progress?

In this image released by Lionsgate, Becky G por-
trays Trini, the Yellow Ranger, in a scene from
"Power Rangers." — AP photos This image released by

Disney, Josh Gad, left, and
Luke Evans appear in a

scene from, "Beauty and
the Beast."

Public memorial

service to honor

Fisher and Reynolds

Stars and fans will gather for a public memorial to
honor late actresses Debbie Reynolds and Carrie
Fisher nearly three months after their deaths. The

ceremony honoring the lives of the mother-daughter
duo will be held at Forest Lawn-Hollywood Hills, the
storied cemetery that is their final resting place. People
will be granted attendance at the event on a first-come,
first-served basis, and it will be live-streamed on
www.debbiereynolds.com beginning at 1 pm Pacific.
The ceremony is slated to feature music by James Blunt
and "Star Wars" composer John Williams and display
Hollywood memorabilia that Reynolds collected
throughout her life.

Fisher, 60, an actress and writer who starred as
Princess Leia in the original "Star Wars" trilogy, died Dec.
27 after suffering a medical emergency days earlier
aboard a flight from London. Reynolds, 84, an Oscar-
nominated actress who shot to fame after starring in
"Singin' in the Rain" at age 19, died the following day
after being briefly hospitalized. "She said, 'I want to be
with Carrie,'" Reynolds' son, Todd Fisher, told The
Associated Press after his mother's death. "And then she
was gone."

The back-to-back deaths of two prominent actresses
were stunning, but they were made even more poignant
by the women's complex history. Fisher and Reynolds
had a strained relationship that Fisher explored in her
writing, but they later reconciled and became trusted
confidantes brought closer by painful events in their
lives. Reynolds lost one husband to Elizabeth Taylor, and
two other husbands plundered her for millions. Fisher
struggled with addiction and mental illness, which she
candidly described in books and interviews.

Fisher died after finishing work on "The Last Jedi," the
eighth film in the core "Star Wars" saga. Disney CEO Bob
Iger said this week that Fisher appears throughout the
film, and her performance will not be changed. Reynolds
earned an Oscar nomination for her starring role in "The
Unsinkable Molly Brown." The actresses participated in
an HBO documentary on their lives called "Bright Lights,"
which aired in January. Todd Fisher organized the
memorial to give fans an opportunity to honor his
mother and sister. Fisher's daughter, actress Billie Lourd,
is expected to attend. Stars including Meryl Streep,
Tracey Ullman and Stephen Fry mourned the actresses
at a private memorial in January. — AP 

Nick is usually known as a lawyer in Detroit but when he
travels the world's electronic music festivals he takes
on a new persona-he shaves tribal figures into his hair

and sprinkles glitter over his biceps. His latest occasion to live
out his alternative life is taking place this weekend in Miami at
the Ultra Music Festival, where dance music megastars includ-
ing Tiesto, David Guetta, Steve Aoki, Martin Garrix and Major
Lazer are spinning. "You work hard and you play hard," said
the 27-year-old lawyer, who shied away from using his last
name for professional reasons.

Chatting in between a hawker selling plastic penises and a
group of young Spaniards decked out in Spider-Man cos-
tumes, Nick explained how he has explored the world's elec-
tronic festivals and discovered "the coolest time you can pos-
sibly have." "It's crazy," he said. "Everybody is having a good
time and welcoming you like a family. It doesn't compare to a
rock concert. Best energy possible!"

The Ultra Music Festival is one of the world's premier
events for the booming scene of electronic dance music, or
EDM, along with Tomorrowland in Belgium and the Electric
Daisy Carnival, which takes place in Las Vegas with editions
around the world. Some 165,000 revelers descended on
Miami for the Ultra Music Festival-some from as far away as
Europe, South America and Japan. Many adorned their heads
with flowers, horns or rabbit ears. Young women sported biki-
nis with fishnet stockings and Converse sneakers, while other
fans dressed up as superheroes or even as human bananas.

With the exception of some neighbors who will struggle to
share space with the three-day party, virtually everyone
appeared in upbeat spirits. "Everybody is kind. It's a place
where everybody gets together and there's no hate, there's no
differences, there's no race, nothing matters anymore," said
James Tirado, a 21-year-old American student. "Everybody is
going to have a good time Everybody is loving each other," he
said. Scalpers outside offered tickets for $600, as inside the
choreographed LED lights and the intense mixes whipped the
crowd into a sweaty, jumping, skin-exposed mass.

Will the EDM bubble burst? 
Of all the world-famous DJs who were spinning, Tiesto has

been among the most loyal performers at the Ultra Music
Festival. He has performed all but one year at the festival since
its inaugural edition in 1999, when trance music dominated
EDM. The 48-year-old Dutch DJ was one of the biggest figures
in trance in the 1990s. Then a subculture at do-it-yourself
raves, EDM has grown into a massive phenomenon that draws
youth-and is also frequently associated with synthetic drugs
such as MDMA. "It's amazing what they have achieved. Now
they have a bigger production and they do it all over the
world. It's impressive," Tiesto told AFP, referring to Ultra's glob-
al editions that started in Brazil and have spread widely.

While most festival-goers were aware that the EDM boom
was recent, many did not realize that the music was gaining
an audience in the 1990s-when some in attendance at Ultra

had just been born. In a paper presented last year to an annu-
al International Music Summit in Ibiza, Spain, analyst Kevin
Watson estimated that electronic music was a $7.1 billion
global industry, soaring by 60 percent since 2012.

After sweeping North America and Europe, Watson point-
ed to strong growth for EDM in emerging markets such as
China and South America. One key factor, he wrote, is the
rapid growth of streaming which has made EDM increasingly
accessible to fans who are not discovering the beats on the
dance floor. But EDM has plenty of high-profile detractors.
Jane's Addiction frontman Perry Farrell, who founded the
alternative rock extravaganza Lollapalooza that takes place
in Chicago, last year regretted EDM's prominence at festivals
and said the music had lost the meditative quality of early
house music.

"I hate EDM. I want to vomit it out of my nostrils," he told
the Chicago Tribune last year. Pitchfork, the influential music
site that avidly chronicles the indie scene, ran a piece last year
that forecast a bursting bubble for EDM. It dated the start of
EDM's downfall to the 2013 viral craze of the producer
Baauer's song "Harlem Shake," saying it marked electronic
music's continued "transformation from subculture into mass-
media meme." — AFP 

Kendrick Lamar, one of the most praised voices in hip-
hop, took on both US President Donald Trump and
rivals in the rap world in a surprise new song. The

California rapper ended the track by throwing out the date
April 7 -- leading fans to expect more music, and perhaps
even his next album, on that date. Lamar late Thursday
dropped "The Heart Part 4," a nearly five-minute track of
rapid-fire rhyme that, in contrast to his often eclectic musi-
cal influences, is led by an unadorned bass line.

The Grammy-winning artist-whose 2015 album "To
Pimp a Butterfly" was quickly hailed as a classic-paints a
bleak picture on his latest track, rapping: "The whole world
goin' mad." "Donald Trump is a chump / Know how we feel,
punk / Tell 'em that God comin' / And Russia need a replay
button, y'all up to something," he raps, referring to the
Trump presidential campaign's alleged ties with Russia.
Lamar also points to Trump's failure to win the popular
vote in last year's election, rapping: "America's truth ain't
ignoring the votes."

Lamar has been an active social commentator. His

"Alright" became an unofficial anthem of the Black Lives
Matter movement, while another "To Pimp a Butterfly"
track-"How Much a Dollar Cost," about an encounter with a
beggar in South Africa-was hailed by then-president
Barack Obama as his favorite song of 2015. More unusually
for the 29-year-old Lamar, much of "The Heart Part 4" is
about boasting of his own status in hip-hop.

"30 millions later, my future favors / The legendary sta-
tus of a hip-hop rhyme savior," he raps, exalting both his
earnings and his skill. In several cryptic verses in the song,
Lamar appears to take shots at other rappers-especially
Drake, the Toronto superstar, whom he suggests is overrat-
ed. "The Heart Part 4" is loosely inspired by funk legend
James Brown's "Don't Tell a Lie About Me and I Won't Tell
the Truth On You," off his 1974 double-album "Hell." If
Lamar releases new music on April 7, it would come little
more than a week before he is one of the headliners of
Coachella, the premier music festival in California. — AFP 

In this Jan 25, 2015 file photo, Debbie Reynolds,
winner of the Screen Actors Guild lifetime award,
left, and Carrie Fisher pose in the press room at
the 21st annual Screen Actors Guild Awards in Los
Angeles. —  AP 

Finding the 'best energy' through EDM at Ultra Festival 
Festival goers rave in front of the stage of DJ Robin Schultz in the Ultra Music Festival in Miami on March 24, 2017.

Kendrick Lamar takes on Trump in new song

This file photo taken on November 19, 2016 shows rapper
Kendrick Lamar onstage during the 2016 American Music
Awards at Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles. — AFP 


